We showed earlier that for the proarrow equipment ( )* : TOP +TOPLEXCo, the codomain is equivalent to codiscrete cofibrations in the domain (i.e. TOPLEXCo-CODCOFIB TOP).
Introduction
Consider a span, p: AcE+B: q, in CAT and write to signify ep = a and eq = b. Given a : a' +a in A it makes sense to ask for a 'best lifting' of cx to E. Referring to ae-e .
. .
a"
a' -a CY we are asking for a morphism oe +e in E, p of which is CY, universal in the following sense: for all f -+ e in E and commutative triangles in A of the form shown, there exists a unique f -+ae, p of which is a/'-a', making the triangle in E commute.
Extant terminology abounds.
Notably, ae +e is said to be Cartesian over a. If oe + e exists for all e and (Y as above, p is referred to as a fibration over A. 'Fibra- tion' is sometimes further qualified, because, CAT being a bicategory, there are three dual notions available.
The i's seem to be due to Benabou, circa 1974. Mentally replacing them by 1's gives ae the air of a pullback of e along a and this certainly aids intuition.
In fact, it is possible to construct a category out of p which makes this remark precise. (This can safely be left as a very optional exercise.) In practice, oe can often be realized as an ordinary pullback in E. In particular, if p is left exact, it is a fibration if and only if it has a fully faithful right adjoint r and then ae is the pullback of the unit e -+ epr along cu. In any event, we have e = ae (a : a-r a) and a'(rxe) = (cr'cx)e, via universality, and this prompted the terminology 'left action' for (a, e) ++ (Ye in [9] .
Return to the span (p, q) and consider a /3 : b + b' in B. We can then ask for a best lifting of it, e-+e/I, to E, whose universal property can surely be inferred from the paragraph about exe and the following diagram: 
b" b-b' P
If e-+ep exists for all e and p which are 'composable' in the sense suggested by the above configuration, then q is sometimes referred to as an opfibration over B. (This is one of the dual notions of fibration mentioned above.) (e, /I) ++ efi was called a
'right action' in [9] and [lo] . for a bicategory Z, which specializes to the notion of profunctor for CAT, we apparently have at least two options. In [16] an axiomatic route to proarrows was proposed. The homomorphism of bicategories CAT+ PROF, which simply regards a functor as a profunctor, has many pleasing properties. Wood extracted a rather meagre set of these and dubbed any homomorphism ( )* : X-Al which enjoyed them (abstract) proarrow equipment for rt. (The axioms are repeated, for convenience, in Section 2.) A proarrow equipment for TOP, the bicategory of topoi and geometric morphisms, was noted. It was 'forget the inverse image' : TOP + TOPLEX"', where TOPLEX denotes the bicategory of topoi and left exact functors. Similarities with the CAT+PROF paradigm go beyond the proarrow axioms of [16] .
Notably:
Finite sum diagrams are preserved by each homomorphism and the diagram of right adjoints for each sum diagram becomes a finite product diagram in the codomain.
(For f=(f*, f*) a geometric morphism, f* is right adjoint to f* in TOPLEXCo.) The left exact cotriple construction and idempotent left exact triple (sheaf) construction have precise counterparts for profunctors. It seemed likely that TOP -+TOPLEXCo is a canonical proarrow equipment for TOP. Indeed, it was shown in [9] and its sequel [lo] that TOPLEXCo is equivalent, as a bicategory, to the bicategory of codiscrete cofibrations in TOP. The proof did not seem to be specific to topoi. Modifications produced an analogous result for ABEL-, ABELLEXCo, where ABEL denotes the bicategory of abelian categories, and 'geometric morphisms' [8] . It became clear that the theorem really concerned proarrow equipment ( )* : Yi+A, subject to additional axioms about sums and Kleisli objects for monads. (Such axioms were investigated in [17] .) The main goal of this paper is to give a proof, necessarily bicategorical, of a theorem which makes the above precise.
A general remark about bicategories is in order. Bi-notions differ from 2-notions in that any concept which is defined by CAT-valued representability, and hence defined up to unique isomorphism, to produce a 2-notion, is replaced by the corresponding concept defined by CAT-valued bi-representability. Such concepts are defined up to an equivalence which itself is unique up to a unique isomorphism. Even when working with 2-categories, bi-notions rather than 2-notions are the relevant ones, as Street has maintained for some time. In particular, in defining fibrations one should use comma objects etc. in the bi-sense. Even for CAT there is a difference. An equivalence p : E-A is not a fibration (from 1 to A) in the 2-sense. It is a fibration (from 1 to A) in the bi-sense. In our object-wise description of ae, say, we should not require (cre)p =a', but rather (cre)p<a should be prescribed.
Unfortunately, bi-notions have not, as yet, been shaken down to the point where they are not a distraction for either the author or the reader. Thus, we continue, in the style of the other papers in this series, with a somewhat Eulerian point of view that sacrifices some precision for readability.
Fibrations seem to have been first studied in [4] and later in [2] and [3] . Profunctors were introduced by Lawvere and Benabou. The main modern references for matters bicategorical in general and fibrational in particular continue to be [ 12-151.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, X will denote a bicategory which appears as the domain of a homomorphism ( )* :Yl+&. ( )* is proarrow equipment for YZ in that the following axioms are assumed: Axiom 1. The objects of JX are those of X and ( )* is the identity on objects. It is possible to state the above axioms in a unified concise fashion. This was done in [17] and will not be repeated here. Note, however, that Axioms 4 and 5 are jointly equivalent to:
Axiom 2. ( )*
Axiom C. JM has all finite collages. All collage injections i: A + C are in Z. An arrow C-X is in .Yt if and only if all A + C+ X are in Z. Applying ( )* to a collage diagram yields an opcollage diagram.
We will assume Axioms 4 and 5, equivalently C, for ( ),:Z-+A throughout. A single arrow A + B : @ has a non-trivial collage which we consistently denote
We will make frequent use of it so we note that for ( )* : CAT+PROF, 9 is the category with Ipl=lAI+IBl,
and p(b,a) = @. For ( )* : TOP-+TOPLEX", 9 is A/@. It is the now classical 'glueing construction'.
In the generality of this paper, we have g=(A @ 
Cofibrations in the context of proarrows
Let p : A --t E+ B : q be a cospan in .X and consider P*
A-E
The dashed arrow is in X, since p and E are. which we use freely. We have rz* t@,il@,*-ltj-llj* in A.
E
Recall, from [13] say, that @t is a coalgebra structure and hence splits the codiagonal @T. So @t is an inclusion. Alternately, this follows from the fact that j is an inclusion.
By universality of p* in &Y we can describe @t as a row vector in 4. To aid in this description we have:
Proof. lCg,q*l q
E-q-E
of the composite @jr@,* establishes that the second diagram is also a pushout. q
Corollary 13. The following diagrams are pushouts in A(E, E):
Proof. For the second, apply @, on the right, to the second diagram of the above lemma. (ii) A representable T-opalgebra with codomain X is an arrow 2 : A @E @EC@ B+X in Z, together with a transformation @ : T?+x satisfying the unit and associative laws. Taking the unit law into account and using matrix notation, @ takes the form wherea:AjX,e:E-tX,f:E~Xandb:B~XareinYtandwherewehavewrit-ten transformations out of local sums as row vectors (rather than column vectors) enclosed in parentheses.
(iii) Part of the configuration obtained from such a T-opalgebra is as follows:
(iv) Inspection of the form of T(rg) (=(TT)X) shows that the associativity law for a T-opalgebra involves 72 'scalar' equations. By 'scalar' here we mean an entity that is free of explicit references to either global or local sums. We state. without proof, that amongst these are the following (Refer to the diagram in (iii) above.) Similarly, the other 3 pairs of equations assert precisely that y, 71 and o are isomorphisms.
Modulo these isomorphisms the next 2 equations say 'PC = a' and 'q& = b '. Finally, the last 3 equations just express <, c and QJ in terms of the other data.
(vi) We state, again without proof, that all 72 equations mentioned in (iv) either hold trivially or follow from the 13 explicitly given. It follows that a representable T-opalgebra is just a transformation of cospans in Yl with 'domain' (p,q). (vii) Finally, it is clear that an arbitrary T-opalgebra is just a transformation of cospans in &Z with 'domain' (p,q), which completes the proof. q
Corollary 19. A cospan as in Lemma 18 which is codiscrete in (COSPN Z)(B, A)
is codiscrete in (COSPN J%)(B,A) . 
The main result
An arrow between cofibrations from B to A is an arrow of cospans which is an g.% (-%ZZ) coalgebra homomorphism.
Write (COFIB X)(B, A) for the locally full subbicategory of (COSPN X)(B, A) determined by the cofibrations and such arrows between them. We will not go into details here because our present interest is in codiscrete cofibrations and for these the situation is very simple. Indeed, from [13, 3.321 we have that any arrow of cospans from a codiscrete cofibration to a cofibration is necessarily an arrow of cofibrations.
We write (CODCOFIB .;zl)(B, A) for the full and locally full subbicategory of (COFIB X)(B, A) determined by the codiscrete objects. From the quoted result we have immediately that (CODCOFIB X)(B, A) is the full subbicategory of (COSPN X)(B, A) determined by the codiscrete cofibrations and, of course, it is locally discrete.
Theorem 22. (CODCOFIB x)(B, A) = A(B, A).
Proof. To show tu*tO note first that tu*= tcc*u*=pab*s*. Sincepq *GO (Grs*), it suffices to show that q*r+ab*is an isomorphism (i.e. that the pushout square is 'exact' in the sense of Guitart [5] ). This is a good place to sketch a proof of our earlier assertion about pairs of inclusions.
Just as for topoi (see [6] 
The applications
For reasons that are well known, BTOP/S is a more interesting and more useful bicategory than TOP. We would like to begin by applying the proarrow theory to TOP/S. We make use of the fact that ( )* : TOP + TOPLEXCo is an example. For S an object of Yl, write Z/S for the obvious slice bicategory.
Thus arrows are triangles over S which commute up to specified isomorphism.
In the context of for the locally full subbicategory of ALS determined by 55' and a; i.e. the objects of B&S are those of ?.5'Z/S and the arrows between such are those arrows in &//,S whose arrow component is in 9?. Then, if every arrow f in .95%/S has both f and f* in a, 59Z/S-t5Z&,S is proarrow equipment. Indeed, we have it included in s/S-A//,S.
It is straightforward exercise to translate the closure properties (i) and (ii) above to closure properties of Z8 and 9?. For such 55' and 5? then, .'%'~/S-.%/"*S also satisfies Axioms 4 and 5. 
